



































































































































































































































































































































A  common  assumption  often  made  in  classical  statistic  procedures  is  that  observations  are 
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d).  In linear models, we don’t always assume that data come 
from identical distributions, because observations may, for example, differ in expected values. However 
often  investigators  continue  to  insist  the  error  disturbance  terms  are  independent  and    identically 
distributed.  Multilevel regression models, referred to in the research literature under different names, 
such  as  ‘random  coefficient models’  (Rubin,Klein,Wald  and  Theil  late 1940s, Rao   1965, de  Leeuw & 
Kreft, 1986; Longford, 1993), ‘variance component models’ (Longford, 1987), ‘hierarchical linear models’ 
(Raudenbush & Bryke, 1986, 1987, 1992) are constructed with the notion that we cannot assume  i.i.d 
for  the  entire  population  despite  we  may  for  cluster  within  population.    It  is  this  marriage  of  the 
contextual  analysis  and  the  traditional  statistical  mixed  model  theory  that  gave  rise  to  multilevel 
analysis, which  is known as hierarchical  linear model.     This   class of models has   many applications  in 
survey data;  repeated measures;  twin studies; meta analysis and multivariate data analysis. However, 
not much has been done  in cases where  the outcome variable  is bivariate. For example,  in most HIV 
studies, several markers are available to measure the quantity of virus (CD4+T lymphocytes which are a 
specific target of virus, CD8 + T lymphocytes) or the inflammation process ( 2β microglobuline).  Another 









Sy  et  al  used  the  Fisher  scoring  method  to  fit  bivariate  linear  random  effects  model  including  an 
integrated Orstein  – Uhlenbeck  process(IOU).   However,  in most  cases,  they  fail  to  give  a  coherent 
rationale of the choices of their working correlation structure. In this dissertation, we will use a model 
based  on  themixed model  approach,  then  develop  an  algorithm  in  order  to  come  up with  the  best 
correlation structure  for different  types of multilevel data with bivariate outcomes.    It  is attractive  to 
choose the working correlation that best  fit the data since the use of  the optimal working correlation 
increases  the  efficiency  of  our  estimators.    We  understand,  however,  that  the  selection  of  the 
correlation  structure  is  challenging  in  GEE,  since  there  is  no  likelihood  function  and  consequently 
likelihood  ratio  tests  cannot  be  applied.  However  that  is  not  the  case  with  mixed  model.      We 















In  this  section, we  shall discuss  some  statistical models used  for multilevel data. Our primary 
focus will  be  on multilevel  analysis  but we  shall  discuss  other methods  like MANOVA  and  repeated 
measures ANOVA and models involving generalized estimation Equations (GEE).  In this chapter, we also 
introduce  the multilevel model  for  the  linear  case, with  two  levels.  In  subsequent  chapters, we  shall 
discuss the bivariate cases.  We may give a brief discussion of the non linear case. 
2.2 Models 
A  statistical  model  may  be  defined  as  a  functional  relationship  between  random  variables, 
where  the  observed  data  are  said  to  be  a  realization  of  these  random  variables.  The  underlying 
distribution  of  these  random  variables  is  often  partly  specified  because  we  merely  affirm  that  the 
distribution belongs to some parametric family. This assertion is stronger if our assumed distribution is 

















Y is an  n p× matrix representing the p measurements of n subjects in the study; 
X is an  n k×  design matrix representing the values of k predictor variables for the n subjects; 
β  is a  k p×   matrix of coefficients ; and 
ε  is an  n p×   matrix of random errors, with   iε ~ N(0,Σ) . 
































,ijk i j ij ijkY μ τ β γ ε= + + + +                                                                                                                            (2.2) 
where 
ijkY is the response of subject  i  at time  j  with level of predictor k; 
μ is grand mean for all observations; 
iτ  is the effect of level  j  of the within‐subjects factor (time); 
jβ  is the effect of the between‐subjects covariate; 
~ (0, )ij N γγ ∑  is the random interaction term between the repeated factor and the covariates; 
ijkε  is the random error associated with subject  i , who is at factor level  ( ),k i at time j.  
















































































The GEE  is an estimating equating procedure, which  is used  to estimate parameter of a    the 
marginal model specifies only the conditional mean model is as: 
 
i i iμ = E(Y | X )  but treats the parameters in Vi as nuisance parameters. The marginal expectation  
iμ  depends on the covariates,  iX , through a known link function 
'







specified, then the method of GEE yields consistent estimator  βˆ   of β  by solving the equation below; 
∑n ' -1i i i i
i=1




With  iD [n,p]matrix of derivatives of  iμ  with  respect  to β . For  large  samples,  ( )Var β are  robust  to 
misspecifications of  iV  and the underlying distributions of  i i(Y ,X ) .  
2.2.3 Mixed Models 
De Leeuw and Kreft (1986)  introduce the terminology ‘Mixed model’. The mixed effect models 
are  statistical model  in  the  regression analysis where  it  is assumed  that  some of  the  coefficients are 
fixed and other random.  The mixed linear model or MLM is written as 
Y = Xβ + Zδ + ε                                                                                                                                (2.4) 
With  X[n,r], Z[n,p] and 
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
ε 0 Σ 0
~
δ 0 0 Ω
 , we assumed that X and Z are full column rank. 
However,  in  some  cases  it might be useful  and  intuitive writing equation 2.4  in  scalar notation. This 





i iq q is s i
q s
y x zβ δ ε
= =




Y ~ N(XB,V) , 
where V = Z Ω Z ' + Σ                                                                                                                                
(2.5) 





We let Ω  denote var(δ) , also, since the random effect are assumed to follow normal distributions, we 
may  writeδ ~ N(0,Ω) .  Furthermore  we  may  write var(e) = Σ ,  the  residual  covariance  matrix  and





model  and  this  similarity would  be  used  in  extending  the  bivariate multilevel models  to  covariance 
structure and latent variable models. 
It  is suitable to parameterize both dispersion matrices    Σ  and  Ω  using vectors of parameters σ  and 
.ω  We assume 2Σ = σ I , that is we assume the noises ε  are homoskedastics (i.e. the condition that the 
error variance  is  constant over all  cases  in  contrast  to  the  condition of unequal error variance  called 
heteroscedaciticity).   This guarantees  that  if  there are no random effects,  then we may easily recover 
our classical  linear model. We may also parameterize  Ω  as  linear combination of known matrices lC . 
Thus 
∑L1 1 l l l l
l=1





∑L2 21 1 L L l l
l=1




j j j j jY = X β +Z δ + ε ,                                                                                                                      (2.6a) 
Where  1,...,j m= , and  
                                        








                                             ( , ) ⊥j j l lε δ (ε ,δ )                                                                                                      (2.6c)  
.j l∀ ≠  
Similarly, we may assume that  2j jΣ = σ I and also  jΩ = Ω.  
Therefore,                          
j j jY ~ N(X β , V ),  
where                                                   
   2j j j jV = Z Ω Z ' + σ I ,  the  jY   are independent for different  ,j  and  jX and  jZ  are full 
column ranks. However this variance structure might be quite restrictive in the case where we have 


















Y = X β + ε ,
β = β + δ ,  
                                                  
where                                 
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
ε 0 Σ 0
~ .










    j j j jY = X β + ε ,                                                                                                                                        (2.7a) 
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j
y = λ 1 + X β+ ε











Y = X β + ε ,

























Y = X β + ε ,

















missing data.(  Let   M be  a missing data  indicator  that  take  values  j  if    1 j-1Y , ...,Y  are observed and 
j kY , ...,Y  are missing). The missing data mechanism is the missing completely at random (MCAR) if 
1,...,Pr( | ; )i ikj y y φ φ= =iM 1,...,i iky y∀                                                                                                           (2.10) 
where φ  denotes unknown parameters.  





1 , 1 1 .Pr( | ,..., ; ) Pr( | ,..., , ), ,...,i ij ik i i j i ikj y y j y y y yφ φ−= = = ∀iM M                                                        (2.11) 
All the different forms of the MLM discussed above assumed MAR in case of missing data. Another type 
of dropout mechanism is the not missing at random (NMAR). Here the dropout mechanism depends on 
both  observed  and  unobserved  obeservations  (Little  and  Rubin(1987)).
 









































We may have  a  situation where our observation  are  clustered  (not  collected over  time)  and 
repeated measure design. Both use very similar approaches; hence we will only discuss the latter. In the 




1[ ... ] 'i i iTy y y= , 1,...,i N= , denote the set of first observation for the  ith  individual, and 
(2) (2) (2)
1[ ... ] 'i i iTy y y= , 1,..., ,i N= denote the set of second observation for the  ith individual.  
Following Liang and Zeger  (1986) notation let 
(.)( )iE y=(.)iμ  , 
(1) (1) 1
1 i ih (μ ) = X β  and 
(2) (2) 2
2 i ih (μ ) = X β                                                                                                       (3.1) 




of  exponential  family  of  distribution. We  assumed  that  there  is  no  perfect  correlation within  either 
design  variables  (i.e,  no  singularities).  Furthermore,  X  may  consist  of  fixed  and/or  time‐dependent 
covariates, with any appropriate degree of overlap between the two sets of independent variables. 
For the GEE model, (1) (1) (1)it it 1 1 itν = var(y ) = φ .g (μ ),  where g(.) is a known variance function and φ  is the 
dispersion parameter. 
Letting  diag(1) (1) (1)i 1 i1 1 iTA = [g (μ )...g (μ )],  hence covariance matrix is given by 





i i= [y y ]' , the model may be written as 
i ih(μ ) = X β , 
 where 

























and h(.) is a compound function comprising of  1h and  2h . 
Therefore, the joint covariance matrix among the sets of repeated measures may written in the form 
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
1/2 1/21/2 1/2(1) (1)
1 T 1 Ti i
i (2) (2)
2 T 2 Ti i
φ I 0 φ I 0A 0 A 0
V = R
0 φ I 0 φ I0 A 0 A
  









R = R(α) =
R R
  is  the working  correlation  among  the  pair  of  repeated measures,  each  of 
whose elements is a function of the  ( 1)K ×  parameter, α .  
3.3.2 Statistical Inferences 
3.3.2.1 GEE Estimation 
In GEE, the generalized  least square estimate  βˆ  of  β   is found as a solution to the generalized 
estimating equation 
  ∑N ' -1i i i i
i=1





⎛ ⎞∂ ∂= ∂ ∂ = ⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠
(1) (1)'
(1) ' i






There  is no closed‐form  solution  to equation 3.2.   However Liang and Zeger  (1986) described  scoring 
algorithm for iterating to solution for  βˆ . They also showed that, if  iD , iV  and  i iy -μ  are evaluated at 
consistent estimators of  α  and  φ , then  βˆ   is asymptotically normal and unbiased with the asymptotic 
covariance matrix given by 
ˆ
' -1 -1 ' -1 -1 ' -1 -1
i i i i i i i i i i iβ
Σ =[ΣDV D ] [ΣDV cov(y )V D ][ΣDV D ] . 
βˆ
Σ   can be estimated be evaluating  these matrices at  their GEE estimate and  replacing  cov( )iy  by 
'
i i i i(y - μ )(y - μ ) .  Furthermore,  βˆΣ is  consistent  even  if  iV   is  specified  incorrectly,  that  is,  GEE 
























(1) 1 1 1 1 1 1
i i i i i i
(2) 2 2 2 2 2 2
i i i i i i
Y = X β +Z δ +W +ε


























ε ~ (0,σ I )
Y ~ (0,G )




i iX [n ,p ]  is the design matrix; 
kβ  is a  kp  vector of fixed effect; 
k k










Thus  in  order  to  model  the  above  structure  while  taking  into  consideration  the  serial  correlation 
between bivariate outcomes, we may use the following model; 







ε ~ (0,Σ )

























































With the assumption that iδ ,  iW  and  iε  are mutually independent, it follows that 
'
i i i i i i ivar(Y ) = V = Z G Z +R +Σ                                                                                                       (3.5) 
3.3.4 Estimation of effects when V is known 
If G,  iR  and  iΣ  are assumed to be known, the minimum square error linear unbiased estimator 
(BLUE) of  β  is found using generalized least square estimator and is given by; 
ˆ -1 -1
i i i iβ = [X'(ZGZ' + R + Σ ] X'(ZGZ' + R + Σ ) Y         =
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦∑ ∑
-1n n
' ' ' ' -1
i i 1 i i i i i i 1 i i i i
i=1 i=1




⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∑
-1n
2 -1 -1 2 ' 1 -1
i i 1 i i i
i=1
σ [X'(ZGZ'+R+Σ) X] =σ X (ZG Z +R +Σ ) X . 
Furthermore, an unbiased estimator of  2σ  is obtained as; 
ˆ 2 ' - 11σ = ε V ε ,
υ
 
Where  ' -1 -1 ' -1ε = Y-X(XV X) XV Y  and  ∑n i
i=1
υ = p -Rank(X)  equals the degrees of freedom for the 
error term. 
However, if   ' -1(X V X)  is not invertible, the generalized inverse would replace the inverse in equation 
3.6 , provided that  the functions under consideration are estimable. 
In our case, assuming multivariate normality for  iυ  and iε ,  i = 1, ...,n, then, 
i
2 '
ΣpY ~ N (Xβ , σ [ZGZ + R + Σ ]).  
Here,  βˆ and υˆ  are the restricted maximum likelihood (REML) estimators or maximum likelihood (ML) 
estimators. 





' ' -1 -1
υ ,υ 2
1










let say 1 sθ , ...,θ .  Here  fixed values of V are obtained by an  iterative process and  the estimate of  β   is 
obtained using the form of the BLUE. Then the likelihood function of V is then maximized with respect to 
1 sθ , ...,θ . in order  to get  the estimate of V. These  two  steps are  iterated until a  certain  convergence 
criterion is met. 
The  ML  estimators  of 1 sθ , ...,θ ,  V  and 




1 1 ˆ ˆ( ) ln | | ln(2 )
2 2 2
nl πσ= − − −
2 -1θ σ V εV ε                                                                                                (3.7) 
Hence the ML estimator of  2σ  as a function of V  is; 
2ˆ .nσ = ' -1εV ε / n The ML estimates of  1 sθ , ...,θ   is 
obtained by iterative schemes. 
Furthermore,  another  set  of  estimator  of 1 sθ , ...,θ . ,  V  and 
2σ   may  be  obtained  us  the  REML  by 
maximizing the functions (after profiling 2σr ) 
1 1 2ˆ ˆln | | ln | | ln 1 ln( ) ,
2 2 2 2
n k n k
n k
π− − ⎡ ⎤− − − +⎢ ⎥−⎣ ⎦





3.4.4.1 Hypothesis test for 0 : 0H h =(θ) . 
If  '1 sθ = (θ , ...,θ ) ,  then  h(θ) can  be  certain  vector  valued  function  of  θ .  The  hypothesis  test  for 
0 : 0H h =(θ)  against an alternative might be done using the following test statistics; 
Likelihood ratio Test (LRT) Statistic:  ˆ ˆLT = 2[l(θ) - l(θ)]  
Wald’s Statistic: 
1 1( ) ( )ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) '[ ( ) ] ( )
lh hnh I h− −∂ ∂= ∂ ∂W




1 ˆ ˆ( ) ( )
ll I U
n
−∂= ∂R 0T θ θθ , 
Where  0θ in  the  maximum  likelihood  estimate  of  θ   under  null  hypothesis  and  I(θ)   is  the  Fisher 
information matrix. 
The  three  tests  above  have  asymptotically  rχ   distributions  under  the  null  hypothesis,  with
( ( )r rank H= θ) . 
3.3.5 Estimating the Effects when V is estimated 




⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
' -1' -1 ' -1
' -1' -1 ' -1 -1
X B YXB X XB Z β =
















f M f f M f y f M yθ φ θ φ θ φ
= =
= =∏ ∏Y Y Y                                                    (3.8) 
where M, φ  and θ  are defined as in equation (2.11). 
1 2 1 2 1 2Pr( , | , ; ) ( , ; ),i i i i rs i iM r M s y y g y yφ φ= = =   , {0,1}r s∈ , 
Where  00 1 2 10 1 2 01 1 2 11 1 2( , ; ) ( , ; ) ( , ; ) ( , ; ) 1i i i i i i i ig y y g y y g y y g y yφ φ φ φ+ + + = ,  that  is  g  is  a  bivariate 
missing value indicator. 





1 2 1 1 1 2
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1 2 1 1 1 2
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( , ; ) (1 ( ; ))(1 ( ; ))
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g y y g y g y
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The dropout mechanism is MAR if missingness of  1Y  depends on observed values of   1Y  or   2Y  
and vice versa.  Hence, 
10 101 2 2









1 2 10 2
1 2 01 1
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( , ; ) ( )
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= − − −
 




explore  variation  at  different  levels  of  the  hierarchy  (random  effect)  and  to  model  the  correlation 
structure,  both  the  serial  correlation  and  the  cross  correlation.  Second,  as  shown  by  Pantazis  and 
Touloumi(2007),    the  bivariatejoint  multivariate  random  effect(JMRE)  model  achieves  greater  bias 
reduction  in all model parameters  compared  to  the  two  independent  JMRE models. Third,  there  is a 
greater flexibility in dealing with independent variables. Fourth, we can easily test hypotheses on either 
end  point  individually  or  on  both  ends  simultaneously.  Fifth,  since  our  bivariate multilevel markers’ 
model is a made up of two mixed model with correlated random effect it possesses some the quality of 
mixed model such that one can always include cases of missing data since the models is fit by maximum 




model  is  parsimonious,  that  is,  estimating  only  the  essential  number  of  parameters  as  compared  to 








Using  data  from  the  National  Health  interview  Survey  from  1997  to  2006,  we  present  a 
multilevel analysis of changes in Body Mass Index (BMI) and Number of Cigarette Smoked per day in the 
United States.  Smoking and obesity are the leading causes of preventable mortality and morbidity in the 
USA and most parts of  the developed world.   A  two  stage bivariate model of changes  in obesity and 
number of cigarette smoked per day is proposed.  At the within subject stage, an individual’s BMI status 
and  the number of  cigarette  smoked per day are  jointly modeled as    functions of    individual growth 
trajectories  plus  a  random  errors.    At  the  between‐subject  stage,  the  parameters  of  the  individual 
growth  trajectories are allowed  to vary as a  function of differences between  subjects with  respect  to 

















































There  were  significant  differences  in  obesity  and  smoking  amongst  the  four  regions  in  the 




















































The model  selection  process  is  difficult  for multilevel  data  since  it  depends  on  not  only  the 
question we wish  to answer but  the best means  structure and also  the optimal covariance  structure.  
Most statisticians approach identifying the mean structure by using backward, forward and stepwise 
procedures  (e.g. multiple  testing, arbitrary significance  levels used  in dropping or acquiring variables). 











The first three are the most popular criteria used  in the  last two decades.   Ferron et al (2002) studied 
performance  of  AIC  and  BIC  as  well  as  the  likelihood  ratio  test  (LRT)  in  guiding  the  choice  of  the 
covariance  structure  for one outcome data. AIC, BIC and  LRT were used  to  choose between  the  true 










Compound  Symmetry  (CSH),  Independent  Errors  (VC),  Main  Diagonal(UN(1)),  Toeplitz  (TOEP)  and 
Unstructured (UN) covariance structure.  
4.4.2 The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) 
In order  to understand  the concept behind AIC, one need  to understand  the definition of  the 
Kullback‐Leibler  information which  is a measure of  the distance between  two density  functions.   The 
Kullback‐Leibler  information may  be  use  to  represent  the  distance  between  the  true model  and  the 
selected model.     The best model  is often the model with the smallest distance between the true and 
selected model. 
Let the true model density by  (.)f  and the joint density for the selected model be (., )g θr , where θr is 
the estimated vector of  d parameters by maximum likelihood method. 
The Kullback‐Leibler distance is; 
( ) ( )( , ) log log ( )
( , ) ( , )f
f X f xD f g E f x dx
g X g xθ θ= = ∫r r                                                                                        (4.1) 
where x     is  the observed sample data of  n   independent observations. Here  the expectation provides 
the basis of the model selection.  The asymptotic approximation for the estimation of the expectation is 
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From equation (4.2) above, we noticed that, the term  ( ) log( ( ))f x f x dx∫   is highly dependent on the 
true model which  is unknown. Nonetheless,  this  term  is  fixed when comparing between models. The 
term,  ˆ ˆˆlog ( , ) ( )g x traceθ− + ΣΩ ,  is  needed  for  the  comparison  process,  which  is  computable  for 
parametric model.  If we assumed  that  the  true model  is  contained within  the  family of models  from 
which the fitted model is obtained then  ˆ ˆˆlog ( , ) ( )g x traceθ− + ΣΩ  becomes ˆlog ( , )g x dθ− + .  Hence, 
AIC is twice ˆlog ( , )g x dθ− + , that is, 
AIC=2( ˆlog ( , )g x dθ− + )=‐2loglikelihood+2d                                                                                                  (4.3) 
From equation (4.3) above, we see that AIC imposes a penalty of two units per parameter in the model. 
One may  look at  the  first  term AIC as a measure of  lack of  fit while  the  second  term  is a penalty  for 
estimating  d  parameters  which  enforces  parsimony.  But,  AIC  theory  is  more  compelling  than  this 




Bozdogan  (1987)  reviewed  and  adjusted  the  AIC  in  order  to  achieve  dimension  consistency,  that  is, 
consistent estimation of the order (d) of model with a finite true model order that does not increases as 
sample size increases.  The model was presented as 
ˆ2 log ( , ) (log( ) 1)CAIC g x d nθ= − + +                                                                                                             (4.4) 






+ += + − −                                                                                                                         (4.5) 
Both AIC and AICC are  formulated on  the basis  that  the  true model  requires a very  large number of 
parameters  for  its  representation  but  not  the  CAIC  which  has  a  larger  penalty  term  and  results  in 
selected model with fewer parameters than AIC and AICC. 
4.4.3 Schwarz Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) 
Shabita,  1976  and  Schwarz  1978  introduced  a  technique  similar  to  CAIC  for  consistency  and 
termed  the  criterion  BIC  for  Bayesian  Information  Criterion.    Schwarz’s  Bayesian  Criterion  (BIC)  is 
defined as 
*ˆ2 log ( , ) (log( ))BIC g x d nθ= − +                                                                                                                  (4.6) 









made about parameters affected by  treatment. Thus, a model can be selected  for  final  inference  in a 
traditional hypothesis‐testing manner.  
Let  1pY ×  be a p dimensional normally distributed random vector with mean  μ  and variance covariance 




y y from  this population.  The 
likelihood ratio test for the null hypothesis, 
                                                           0 :H B has a given covariance structure  
Is given by 
                                                            0
max ( | )




























choose  the  right covariance  structure  for  longitudinal, univariate data  (Wolfinger, 1993, 1996, Rosner 
and Glynn  (1997), Kincaid, 2005; Ferron et al  .,2002;  littell et el 2000,  littell et el 2006, Ferron et al., 
2002; Grady and Halms 1995, James  Hardin and  Hilbe 2006).  Some of these approaches has been base 
on graphical tools while others have  look at the trend, sample sizes, cluster size etc.   Despite all these 
publications,  presentation  and  controversies  in  coming  up  with  a  rationale  for  choosing  the  right 
correlation structure, no one to the best of my knowledge has looked at any of the cases with a bivariate 
outcome.  The problem with bivariate outcome is very challenging because in addition to the within and 
between correlation we usually encountered  in multilevel data,  there  is a  serial correlation  that exist 






































































<0.0001*  0.0687  0.3884  0.2152 
Compound  
symmetry 
<0.0001*  0.0570  0.3983  0.2394 
Unstructured  <0.0001*  0.1274*  0.3413  0.2052 
Banded Main 
diagonal           
<0.0001*  0.1483  0.3568  0.2043 
First‐Order 
Autoregressive      
<0.0001*  0.0680  0.3883  0.2394 
Toeplitz     <0.0001*  0.0583  0.3764  0.2227 
Spatial Power          <0.0001*  0.0570  0.3983  0.2394 
Heterogeneous 
CS                      
<0.0001*  0.0564  0.3627  0.2251 
Huynh‐Feldt            <0.0001*  0.0555  0.3496  0.2114 
Heterogeneous 
AR(1)               












We generated bivariate normal  ( )ixZ  observation  1 2{( , ), 1,...,50}i iy y i =  with 500 replicates on 
1 2( , )Y Y using the equations below: 
1 1 1








= + + , iθ ∈  . By varying n and the  
[ 1,1]iθ ∈ − we can obtain a correlation as small 50% between  1 2( , )Y Y and as high as 99%. 













Independent  294  0.5499  0.0152 






Independent  945.8  0.4030  0.0077 


























Symmetry. Then we move up to the 3 3,× 4 4×  , 5 5×  etc . For our analysis, all covaraiance term 
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                                                                                                    t 
      Serial correlation            
       Figure 5.1. Example of Bivariate  Plot                                                        
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For  the  case of  a    3t =  matrix,  that  is  t=1,2,3. We quickly notice  that  the  choice of  the  correlation 





























































































































































































































































The cutoff values were set at   (1) 20ijy >  and (2) 9.9ijy < −  for some time point for the light missing, that 
is, missing values ranging from 5% to 10%.  For heavy missing, that is missingness in the range 10%‐25%, 






































































































































































specific inference, for example on the subject‐specific inference mean  ( | , )i i i i iE Y X Z X Zβ δ= +  and 

































APPENDIX:SAS Results Codes and Simulation Codes 
Code for section 3.3.8 
data data.test1; 
set rks1946_pitt_edu_003;  run; 
data data.temp; 
 set data.test1;  
    keep region northeast northcentral west bmi sex poverty poverty1 poverty2  
     educ earnings earnings_cat2  earnings_cat1 cigsday male  age 
     youngadult middleage oldadult  year marstat alcamt alcamt_cat1
 alcamt_cat2 alcamt_cat3 marstat_cat1 marstat_cat2 msasize msasize_cat1 
msasize_cat2  alcdaysyr highschool college postgrad racea usborn usbornyes 
hispeth nothispanic  white black  time; 
if  year< =1996 AND year~=. then delete; 
if year=1997 then time=1; 
else if year=1998 then time=2;  
else if year=1999 then time=3; 
else if year=2000 then time=4;  
else if year=2001 then time=5;  
else if year=2002 then time=6; 
else if year=2003 then time=7; 
else if year=2004 then time=8; 
else if year=2005 then time=9; 
else if year=2006 then time=10; 
 if poverty in (1,3.99) then poverty1=1; else poverty1=0; 
 else if poverty >4.00 then poverty2=1; else poverty2=0; 
if region = 1 then northeast=1; else northeast=0; 
else if region=2 then northcentral=1; else northcentral=0; 
else if region=4 then west=1; else west=0; 
if alcamt=0 then delete; 
else if alcamt>95 then delete; 
else if 7<alcamt<=14 then alcamt_cat1=1; else atcamt_cat1=0; 
else if 14<alcamt<=28 then alcamt_cat2=1; else atcamt_cat2=0; 
else if alcamt>28 then alcamt_cat3=1; else atcamt_cat1=0; 
if age>=99 then delete; 
if 25<age<=35 then youngadult=1; else youngadult=0; 
else if 35<age<=50 then middleage=1; else middleage=0; 
else if age>50 then oldadult=1; else oldadult=0; 
if usborn=20 then usbornyes=1; else usbornyes=0; 
if earnings >=97 then delete; 
if educ >=97 then delete; 
if hispeth=10 then nothispanic=1; else nothispanic=0; 
if racea=100 then white=1; else white=0; 
else if racea=200 then black=1; else black=0; 
if educ in (09,10,11,12,13,14,15) then highschool=1; else highschool=0; 
else if educ in (16,17,18,19) then college=1; else college=0; 
else if educ >=20 then postgrad=1; else postgrad=0; 
if earnings in(04,05,06,07,08,09) then earnings_cat1=1; else earnings_cat1=0; 
else if earnings in(10,11) then earnings_cat2=1; else earnings_cat2=0; 
if  educ>=96  then delete; 
if cigsday=0 and cigsday=0 ~=. then delete; 
if cigsday=0  then delete; 
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if msasize <=10 and msasize~=. then msasize_cat1=1;else msasize_cat1=0; 
else if 10<msasize <=11  then msasize_cat2=1;else msasize_cat2=0; 
else if 0=<marstat<=4 then marstat_cat1=1;else marstat_cat1=0;  
else if 5=<marstat<=7 then marstat_cat2=1;else marstat_cat2=0; 
if 0=<sex=1 then male=1;else male=0; 
run; 
 
proc sort data =data.temp out=temp1; 
     by year; 
run; 
 
symbol1 v=dot c=salmon; 
 title ‘BMI  1997- 2006 ' 
proc boxplot data =temp1; 
     plot BMI*year; 
 run; 
          
symbol1 v=dot c=salmon; 
title 'Cigarrete smoked per day 1997- 2006 '; 
proc boxplot data =temp1; 
    plot cigsday*year; 
run; 
 
proc means data=data.temp  mean std alpha=0.05 lclm uclm ; 
      class Year; 
        var cigsday; 
title 'Mean Cigerrate and Confidence'; 
 title2 '1997-2006'; 
 run; 
 proc means data=data.temp mean std alpha=0.05 lclm uclm ; 
   class Year; 
     var BMI; 
title 'Mean BMI and Confidence'; 
 title2 '1997-2006'; 
  run; 
 
 proc univariate data=data.temp; 
      var bmi; 
          histogram; 
           qqplot / normal(mu=est sigma=est); 
run; 
proc univariate data=data.temp; 
  var cigsday; 
     histogram; 
       qqplot / normal(mu=est sigma=est); 
run; 
 

















/* transforming data since it look skewed*/ 
data sim_final; 
set sim_1 sim_2; 




proc mixed data=sim_final ; 
  class  year; 
    model logy = var var*year male youngadult middleage oldadult marstat_cat1 
marstat_cat2 poverty1 poverty2         highschool   college postgrad 
usbornyes white black northeast northcentral west/s; 
      random  var var*year / type=VC   sub=year G GCORR; 
run; 
 
/* Univariate models */ 
proc mixed data=sim_1; 
 class  year; 
  model y =  male youngadult middleage oldadult marstat_cat1 marstat_cat2  
poverty1 poverty2  
    highschool college postgrad usbornyes white black northeast northcentral 
west/s; 
      random  year / type=VC   sub=year G GCORR; 
run; 
proc mixed data=sim_2; 
 class  year; 
   model y = male youngadult middleage oldadult marstat_cat1 marstat_cat2 
poverty1 poverty2  
    highschool college postgrad usbornyes white black northeast northcentral 
west/s; 





/********Code that follows an algorithm which simulates data from 
2 Multivariate normal distributions**********/ 
proc format; 






%macro trivariate_normal(sample=, iterations=); 
data result; 





 set _null_; 
run; 
data arresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data tpresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data unresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
 
%do j=1 %to &iterations; /*to iterate*/ 
 
 
PROC IML;  
 
sigma = { 
1 .4,  
.4 1   
};  
mu = { 0 0};  
n = &sample;  
seed = -1;  
q=NROW(sigma); /* calculate number of variables */ 
MUMAT=REPEAT(mu,n,1);/*matrix mumat is created by repeating the row vector is 
mu times to produce a nx3 matrix*/  
SROOT=ROOT(sigma); /* calculate cholesky root of cov matrix */ 
Z=NORMAL(REPEAT(seed,n,q)); /* generate normals */ 
x=Z*SROOT+MUMAT; /*finally the multivariate random variables are created*/ /* 
premultiply by cholesky root */ 
 
col={ "e11" "e21" }; /*renames the column names*/ 
CREATE test1 FROM x [colname=col]; 
APPEND FROM x ;  
 
sigma = { 
1 0 ,  
0 1 
};  
mu = { 0 0};  
n = &sample;  







col={ "e12" "e22"}; /*renames the column names*/ 
CREATE test2 FROM x [colname=col]; 
APPEND FROM x ;  
 
QUIT; 
/*PROC UNIVARIATE DATA=test1 NOPRINT;  
QQPLOT;  












data test4&j.; /*TO GET EACH DATA SET THAT IS CREATED!!!!!*/ 
set test3; 
 
/*A normal variate X with mean MU and variance S2 can be generated with this 
code:*/ 
 
age=40+sqrt(10)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(40,10)'; */ 
error= 0.12+sqrt(0.03)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(.12,.03)'; */ 
sex=ranbin(0,1,.5); /*ranbin(Seed_3,n,p);*/ 
xi=100+sqrt(20)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(100,20)'; */ 
 
Y11=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e11; 
Y21=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e21; 
 
 
Y12=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e12;  
Y22=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e22;  
 
format sex lsex.; 
run; 
 





 set test4&j; 
 do time = 1 to 3; 
  if time = 1 then do; Y1 = Y11; Y2 = Y12; end; 
  else if time = 2 then do; Y1 = Y21; Y2 = Y22; end; 
  output; 
 end; 




 set atem&j; 
 drop Y2; 
 var=0; 
 rename Y1=y; 
run; 
data sim_2; 
 set atem&j; 
 drop Y1; 
 var=1; 






 set sim_1 sim_2; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=vc sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
para(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
error(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
pvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 





 set stat; 
 set para; 
 set error; 
 set pvalue; 
run;  
data result; 




ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=cs sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 




 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cserror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cspvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 




 set stat; 
 set cspara; 
 set cserror; 
 set cspvalue; 
run;  
data csresult; 
 set csresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=AR(1) sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arpara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arerror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arpvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set arpara; 
 set arerror 





 set arresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=Toep sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tppara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tperror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tppvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set tppara; 
 set tperror 
 set tppvalue; 
run;  
data tpresult; 
 set tpresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=UN sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unpara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 





proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unerror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unpvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set unpara; 
 set unerror; 
 set unpvalue; 
run;  
data unresult; 




%mend trivariate_normal; /*to close macro*/ 
%trivariate_normal(sample=n,iterations=N); /*to call macro, sample of n 
repeated N times*/ 
 
proc means data =result ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
proc means data =csresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =arresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =tpresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =unresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 










/********Code that follows an algorithm which simulates data from 
2 Multivariate normal distributions**********/ 
proc format; 






%macro trivariate_normal(sample=, iterations=); 
data result; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data csresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data arresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data tpresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data unresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
 
%do j=1 %to &iterations; /*to iterate*/ 
 
 
PROC IML;  
 
sigma = { 
1 .4 .4,  
.4 1 .4,  
.4 .4 1 
};  
mu = {0 0 0};  
n = &sample;  
seed = -1;  
q=NROW(sigma); /* calculate number of variables */ 
MUMAT=REPEAT(mu,n,1);/*matrix mumat is created by repeating the row vector is 
mu times to produce a nx3 matrix*/  
SROOT=ROOT(sigma); /* calculate cholesky root of cov matrix */ 
Z=NORMAL(REPEAT(seed,n,q)); /* generate normals */ 
x=Z*SROOT+MUMAT; /*finally the multivariate random variables are created*/ /* 
premultiply by cholesky root */ 
 
col={ "e11" "e21" "e31"}; /*renames the column names*/ 
CREATE test1 FROM x [colname=col]; 
APPEND FROM x ;  
 
sigma = { 
1 0 0,  
0 1 0 ,  




mu = {0 0 0};  
n = &sample;  







col={ "e12" "e22" "e32"}; /*renames the column names*/ 
CREATE test2 FROM x [colname=col]; 
APPEND FROM x ;  
 
QUIT; 
/*PROC UNIVARIATE DATA=test1 NOPRINT;  
QQPLOT;  










data test4&j.; /*TO GET EACH DATA SET THAT IS CREATED!!!!!*/ 
set test3; 
 
/*A normal variate X with mean MU and variance S2 can be generated with this 
code:*/ 
 
age=40+sqrt(10)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(40,10)'; */ 
error= 0.12+sqrt(0.03)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(.12,.03)'; */ 
sex=ranbin(0,1,.5); /*ranbin(Seed_3,n,p);*/ 
xi=100+sqrt(20)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(100,20)'; */ 
 
Y11=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e11; 
Y21=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e21; 
Y31=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e31; 
 
Y12=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e12;  
Y22=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e22;  
Y32=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e32;  
format sex lsex.; 
run; 
 





 set test4&j; 
 do time = 1 to 3; 
  if time = 1 then do; Y1 = Y11; Y2 = Y12; end; 
  else if time = 2 then do; Y1 = Y21; Y2 = Y22; end; 
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  else if time = 3 then do; Y1 = Y31; Y2 = Y32; end; 
  output; 
 end; 




 set atem&j; 
 drop Y2; 
 var=0; 
 rename Y1=y; 
run; 
data sim_2; 
 set atem&j; 
 drop Y1; 
 var=1; 




 set sim_1 sim_2; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=vc sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
para(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
error(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
pvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 





 set stat; 
 set para; 
 set error; 









ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=cs sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cspara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cserror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cspvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 




 set stat; 
 set cspara; 
 set cserror; 
 set cspvalue; 
run;  
data csresult; 
 set csresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=AR(1) sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arpara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 




proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arerror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arpvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set arpara; 
 set arerror 
 set arpvalue; 
run;  
data arresult; 
 set arresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=Toep sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tppara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tperror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tppvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set tppara; 
 set tperror 
 set tppvalue; 
run;  
data tpresult; 





ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=UN sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unpara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unerror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unpvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set unpara; 
 set unerror; 
 set unpvalue; 
run;  
data unresult; 




%mend trivariate_normal; /*to close macro*/ 
%trivariate_normal(sample=n,iterations=N); /*to call macro, sample of n 
repeated N times*/ 
 
proc means data =result ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
proc means data =csresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =arresult ; 
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var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =tpresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =unresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 






/********Code that follows an algorithm which simulates data from 
2 Multivariate normal distributions**********/ 
proc format; 






%macro trivariate_normal(sample=, iterations=); 
data result; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data csresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data arresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data tpresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data unresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
 
%do j=1 %to &iterations; /*to iterate*/ 
 
 
PROC IML;  
 
sigma = { 
1 .4 .4 .4,  
.4 1 .4 .4,  
.4 .4 1 .4, 




mu = {0 0 0 0};  
n = &sample;  
seed = -1;  
q=NROW(sigma); /* calculate number of variables */ 
MUMAT=REPEAT(mu,n,1);/*matrix mumat is created by repeating the row vector is 
mu times to produce a nx3 matrix*/  
SROOT=ROOT(sigma); /* calculate cholesky root of cov matrix */ 
Z=NORMAL(REPEAT(seed,n,q)); /* generate normals */ 
x=Z*SROOT+MUMAT; /*finally the multivariate random variables are created*/ /* 
premultiply by cholesky root */ 
 
col={ "e11" "e21" "e31" "e41"}; /*renames the column names*/ 
CREATE test1 FROM x [colname=col]; 
APPEND FROM x ;  
 
sigma = { 
1.00 0.40 0.70 0.15, 
0.40 1.00 0.39 0.69, 
0.70 0.39 1.00 0.40, 
0.15 0.69 0.40 1.00 
}; 
mu = {0 0 0 0};  
n = &sample;  







col={ "e12" "e22" "e32" "e42"}; /*renames the column names*/ 
CREATE test2 FROM x [colname=col]; 
APPEND FROM x ;  
 
QUIT; 
/*PROC UNIVARIATE DATA=test1 NOPRINT;  
QQPLOT;  










data test4&j.; /*TO GET EACH DATA SET THAT IS CREATED!!!!!*/ 
set test3; 
 
/*A normal variate X with mean MU and variance S2 can be generated with this 
code:*/ 
 
age=40+sqrt(10)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(40,10)'; */ 




xi=100+sqrt(20)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(100,20)'; */ 
 
Y11=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e11; 
Y21=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e21; 
Y31=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e31; 
Y41=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e41; 
 
Y12=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e12;  
Y22=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e22;  
Y32=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e32;  
Y42=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e42; 
format sex lsex.; 
run; 
 





 set test4&j; 
 do time = 1 to 4; 
  if time = 1 then do; Y1 = Y11; Y2 = Y12; end; 
  else if time = 2 then do; Y1 = Y21; Y2 = Y22; end; 
  else if time = 3 then do; Y1 = Y31; Y2 = Y32; end; 
  else if time = 4 then do; Y1 = Y41; Y2 = Y42; end; 
  output; 
 end; 




 set atem&j; 
 drop Y2; 
 var=0; 
 rename Y1=y; 
run; 
data sim_2; 
 set atem&j; 
 drop Y1; 
 var=1; 




 set sim_1 sim_2; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=vc sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 




proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
para(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
error(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
pvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 





 set stat; 
 set para; 
 set error; 
 set pvalue; 
run;  
data result; 




ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=cs sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cspara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cserror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cspvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 






 set stat; 
 set cspara; 
 set cserror; 
 set cspvalue; 
run;  
data csresult; 
 set csresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=AR(1) sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arpara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arerror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arpvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set arpara; 
 set arerror 
 set arpvalue; 
run;  
data arresult; 
 set arresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=Toep sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 




proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tppara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tperror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tppvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set tppara; 
 set tperror 
 set tppvalue; 
run;  
data tpresult; 
 set tpresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=UN sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unpara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unerror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unpvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set unpara; 
 set unerror; 
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 set unpvalue; 
run;  
data unresult; 




%mend trivariate_normal; /*to close macro*/ 
%trivariate_normal(sample=n,iterations=N); /*to call macro, sample of n 
repeated N times*/ 
 
proc means data =result ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
proc means data =csresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =arresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =tpresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =unresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 








/********Code that follows an algorithm which simulates data from 
2 Multivariate normal distributions**********/ 
proc format; 










 set _null_; 
run; 
data csresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data arresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data tpresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data unresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
 
%do j=1 %to &iterations; /*to iterate*/ 
 
 
PROC IML;  
 
sigma = { 
1.00 0.40 0.27 0.60  0.7, 
0.40 1.00 0.75 0.01  0.4, 
0.27 0.75 1.00 0.30  0.2, 
0.60 0.01 0.30 1.00  0.4, 
0.70 0.40 0.20 0.40  1.0 
};  
mu = {0 0 0 0 0};  
n = &sample;  
seed = -1;  
q=NROW(sigma); /* calculate number of variables */ 
MUMAT=REPEAT(mu,n,1);/*matrix mumat is created by repeating the row vector is 
mu times to produce a nx3 matrix*/  
SROOT=ROOT(sigma); /* calculate cholesky root of cov matrix */ 
Z=NORMAL(REPEAT(seed,n,q)); /* generate normals */ 
x=Z*SROOT+MUMAT; /*finally the multivariate random variables are created*/ /* 
premultiply by cholesky root */ 
 
col={ "e11" "e21" "e31" "e41" "e51"}; /*renames the column names*/ 
CREATE test1 FROM x [colname=col]; 
APPEND FROM x ;  
 
sigma = { 
1    0    0    0    0, 
0    1    0    0    0, 
0    0    1    0    0, 
0    0    0    1    0, 
0    0    0    0    1, 
}; 
mu = {0 0 0 0 0};  
n = &sample;  









col={ "e12" "e22" "e32" "e42" "e52"}; /*renames the column names*/ 
CREATE test2 FROM x [colname=col]; 
APPEND FROM x ;  
 
QUIT; 
/*PROC UNIVARIATE DATA=test1 NOPRINT;  
QQPLOT;  










data test4&j.; /*TO GET EACH DATA SET THAT IS CREATED!!!!!*/ 
set test3; 
 
/*A normal variate X with mean MU and variance S2 can be generated with this 
code:*/ 
 
age=40+sqrt(10)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(40,10)'; */ 
error= 0.12+sqrt(0.03)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(.12,.03)'; */ 
sex=ranbin(0,1,.5); /*ranbin(Seed_3,n,p);*/ 
xi=100+sqrt(20)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(100,20)'; */ 
 
Y11=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e11; 
Y21=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e21; 
Y31=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e31; 
Y41=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e41; 
Y51=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e51; 
 
Y12=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e12;  
Y22=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e22;  
Y32=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e32;  
Y42=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e42; 
Y52=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e52; 
format sex lsex.; 
run; 
 





 set test4&j; 
 do time = 1 to 5; 
  if time = 1 then do; Y1 = Y11; Y2 = Y12; end; 
  else if time = 2 then do; Y1 = Y21; Y2 = Y22; end; 
  else if time = 3 then do; Y1 = Y31; Y2 = Y32; end; 
  else if time = 4 then do; Y1 = Y41; Y2 = Y42; end; 
  else if time = 5 then do; Y1 = Y51; Y2 = Y52; end; 








 set atem&j; 
 drop Y2; 
 var=0; 
 rename Y1=y; 
run; 
data sim_2; 
 set atem&j; 
 drop Y1; 
 var=1; 




 set sim_1 sim_2; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=vc sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
para(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
error(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
pvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 





 set stat; 
 set para; 
 set error; 
 set pvalue; 
run;  
data result; 






ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=cs sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cspara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cserror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cspvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 




 set stat; 
 set cspara; 
 set cserror; 
 set cspvalue; 
run;  
data csresult; 
 set csresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=AR(1) sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arpara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 




proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arerror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arpvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set arpara; 
 set arerror 
 set arpvalue; 
run;  
data arresult; 
 set arresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=Toep sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tppara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tperror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tppvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set tppara; 
 set tperror 
 set tppvalue; 
run;  
data tpresult; 





ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=UN sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unpara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unerror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unpvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set unpara; 
 set unerror; 
 set unpvalue; 
run;  
data unresult; 




%mend trivariate_normal; /*to close macro*/ 
%trivariate_normal(sample=n,iterations=N); /*to call macro, sample of n 
repeated N times*/ 
 
proc means data =result ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
proc means data =csresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =arresult ; 




p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =tpresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =unresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
/********Code that follows an algorithm which simulates data from 
2 Multivariate normal distributions**********/ 
proc format; 








%macro trivariate_normal(sample=, iterations=); 
data result; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data csresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data arresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data tpresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data unresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
 
%do j=1 %to &iterations; /*to iterate*/ 
 
 
PROC IML;  
 
sigma = { 
1.0  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4, 
0.4  1.0  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4, 
0.4  0.4  1.0  0.4  0.4  0.4, 
0.4  0.4  0.4  1.0  0.4  0.4, 
0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  1.0  0.4, 




mu = {0 0 0 0 0 0};  
n = &sample;  
seed = -1;  
q=NROW(sigma); /* calculate number of variables */ 
MUMAT=REPEAT(mu,n,1);/*matrix mumat is created by repeating the row vector is 
mu times to produce a nx3 matrix*/  
SROOT=ROOT(sigma); /* calculate cholesky root of cov matrix */ 
Z=NORMAL(REPEAT(seed,n,q)); /* generate normals */ 
x=Z*SROOT+MUMAT; /*finally the multivariate random variables are created*/ /* 
premultiply by cholesky root */ 
 
col={ "e11" "e21" "e31" "e41" "e51" "e61"}; /*renames the column names*/ 
CREATE test1 FROM x [colname=col]; 
APPEND FROM x ;  
 
sigma = { 
1.000000 0.40000 0.1600 0.0256 0.01024 0.004096, 
0.400000 1.00000 0.4000 0.1600 0.02560 0.010240, 
0.160000 0.40000 1.0000 0.4000 0.16000 0.025600, 
0.025600 0.16000 0.4000 1.0000 0.40000 0.160000, 
0.010240 0.02560 0.1600 0.4000 1.00000 0.400000, 
0.004096 0.01024 0.0256 0.1600 0.40000 1.000000 
}; 
mu = {0 0 0 0 0 0};  
n = &sample;  







col={ "e12" "e22" "e32" "e42" "e52" "e62"}; /*renames the column names*/ 
CREATE test2 FROM x [colname=col]; 
APPEND FROM x ;  
 
QUIT; 
/*PROC UNIVARIATE DATA=test1 NOPRINT;  
QQPLOT;  










data test4&j.; /*TO GET EACH DATA SET THAT IS CREATED!!!!!*/ 
set test3; 
 
/*A normal variate X with mean MU and variance S2 can be generated with this 
code:*/ 
 
age=40+sqrt(10)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(40,10)'; */ 




xi=100+sqrt(20)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(100,20)'; */ 
 
Y11=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e11; 
Y21=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e21; 
Y31=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e31; 
Y41=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e41; 
Y51=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e51; 
Y61=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e61; 
 
Y12=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e12;  
Y22=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e22;  
Y32=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e32;  
Y42=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e42; 
Y52=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e52; 
Y62=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e62; 
format sex lsex.; 
run; 
 





 set test4&j; 
 do time = 1 to 6; 
  if time = 1 then do; Y1 = Y11; Y2 = Y12; end; 
  else if time = 2 then do; Y1 = Y21; Y2 = Y22; end; 
  else if time = 3 then do; Y1 = Y31; Y2 = Y32; end; 
  else if time = 4 then do; Y1 = Y41; Y2 = Y42; end; 
  else if time = 5 then do; Y1 = Y51; Y2 = Y52; end; 
  else if time = 6 then do; Y1 = Y61; Y2 = Y62; end; 
  output; 
 end; 




 set atem&j; 
 drop Y2; 
 var=0; 
 rename Y1=y; 
run; 
data sim_2; 
 set atem&j; 
 drop Y1; 
 var=1; 




 set sim_1 sim_2; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
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 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=vc sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
para(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
error(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
pvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 





 set stat; 
 set para; 
 set error; 
 set pvalue; 
run;  
data result; 




ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=cs sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cspara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cserror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 




proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cspvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 




 set stat; 
 set cspara; 
 set cserror; 
 set cspvalue; 
run;  
data csresult; 
 set csresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=AR(1) sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arpara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arerror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arpvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set arpara; 
 set arerror 
 set arpvalue; 
run;  
data arresult; 
 set arresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
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 random var var*time / type=Toep sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tppara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tperror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tppvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set tppara; 
 set tperror 
 set tppvalue; 
run;  
data tpresult; 
 set tpresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=UN sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unpara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unerror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 




proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unpvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set unpara; 
 set unerror; 
 set unpvalue; 
run;  
data unresult; 




%mend trivariate_normal; /*to close macro*/ 
%trivariate_normal(sample=n,iterations=N); /*to call macro, sample of n 
repeated N times*/ 
 
proc means data =result ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
proc means data =csresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =arresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =tpresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =unresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 








/********Code that follows an algorithm which simulates data from 










%macro trivariate_normal(sample=, iterations=); 
data result; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data csresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data arresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data tpresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data unresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
 
%do j=1 %to &iterations; /*to iterate*/ 
 
 
PROC IML;  
 
sigma = { 
1    0    0    0    0    0    0, 
0    1    0    0    0    0    0, 
0    0    1    0    0    0    0, 
0    0    0    1    0    0    0, 
 0    0    0    0    1    0    0, 
 0    0    0    0    0    1    0, 
 0    0    0    0    0    0    1 
};  
mu = {0 0 0 0 0 0 0};  
n = &sample;  
seed = -1;  
q=NROW(sigma); /* calculate number of variables */ 
MUMAT=REPEAT(mu,n,1);/*matrix mumat is created by repeating the row vector is 
mu times to produce a nx3 matrix*/  
SROOT=ROOT(sigma); /* calculate cholesky root of cov matrix */ 
Z=NORMAL(REPEAT(seed,n,q)); /* generate normals */ 
x=Z*SROOT+MUMAT; /*finally the multivariate random variables are created*/ /* 
premultiply by cholesky root */ 
 
col={ "e11" "e21" "e31" "e41" "e51" "e61" "e71"}; /*renames the column 
names*/ 
CREATE test1 FROM x [colname=col]; 
APPEND FROM x ;  
 
sigma = { 
1.0  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4, 
0.4  1.0  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4, 
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0.4  0.4  1.0  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4, 
0.4  0.4  0.4  1.0  0.4  0.4  0.4, 
0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  1.0  0.4  0.4, 
0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  1.0  0.4, 
0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  1.0 
}; 
mu = {0 0 0 0 0 0 0};  
n = &sample;  







col={ "e12" "e22" "e32" "e42" "e52" "e62" "e72"}; /*renames the column 
names*/ 
CREATE test2 FROM x [colname=col]; 
APPEND FROM x ;  
 
QUIT; 
/*PROC UNIVARIATE DATA=test1 NOPRINT;  
QQPLOT;  










data test4&j.; /*TO GET EACH DATA SET THAT IS CREATED!!!!!*/ 
set test3; 
 
/*A normal variate X with mean MU and variance S2 can be generated with this 
code:*/ 
 
age=40+sqrt(10)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(40,10)'; */ 
error= 0.12+sqrt(0.03)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(.12,.03)'; */ 
sex=ranbin(0,1,.5); /*ranbin(Seed_3,n,p);*/ 
xi=100+sqrt(20)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(100,20)'; */ 
 
Y11=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e11; 
Y21=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e21; 
Y31=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e31; 
Y41=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e41; 
Y51=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e51; 
Y61=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e61; 
Y71=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e71; 
 
Y12=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e12;  
Y22=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e22;  
Y32=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e32;  
Y42=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e42; 
Y52=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e52; 
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Y62=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e62; 
Y72=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e72; 
format sex lsex.; 
run; 
 





 set test4&j; 
 do time = 1 to 7; 
  if time = 1 then do; Y1 = Y11; Y2 = Y12; end; 
  else if time = 2 then do; Y1 = Y21; Y2 = Y22; end; 
  else if time = 3 then do; Y1 = Y31; Y2 = Y32; end; 
  else if time = 4 then do; Y1 = Y41; Y2 = Y42; end; 
  else if time = 5 then do; Y1 = Y51; Y2 = Y52; end; 
  else if time = 6 then do; Y1 = Y61; Y2 = Y62; end; 
  else if time = 7 then do; Y1 = Y71; Y2 = Y72; end; 
  output; 
 end; 




 set atem&j; 
 drop Y2; 
 var=0; 
 rename Y1=y; 
run; 
data sim_2; 
 set atem&j; 
 drop Y1; 
 var=1; 




 set sim_1 sim_2; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=vc sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
para(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 




proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
error(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
pvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 





 set stat; 
 set para; 
 set error; 
 set pvalue; 
run;  
data result; 




ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=cs sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cspara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cserror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cspvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 




 set stat; 
 set cspara; 
 set cserror; 





 set csresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=AR(1) sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arpara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arerror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arpvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set arpara; 
 set arerror 
 set arpvalue; 
run;  
data arresult; 
 set arresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=Toep sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tppara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 





proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tperror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tppvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set tppara; 
 set tperror 
 set tppvalue; 
run;  
data tpresult; 
 set tpresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=UN sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unpara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unerror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unpvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set unpara; 
 set unerror; 
 set unpvalue; 
run;  
data unresult; 






%mend trivariate_normal; /*to close macro*/ 
%trivariate_normal(sample=n,iterations=N); /*to call macro, sample of n 
repeated N times*/ 
 
proc means data =result ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
proc means data =csresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =arresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =tpresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =unresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 







/********Code that follows an algorithm which simulates data from 
2 Multivariate normal distributions**********/ 
proc format; 






%macro trivariate_normal(sample=, iterations=); 
data result; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data csresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data arresult; 





 set _null_; 
run; 
data unresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
 
%do j=1 %to &iterations; /*to iterate*/ 
 
 
PROC IML;  
 
sigma = { 
1.0  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4, 
0.4  1.0  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4, 
0.4  0.4  1.0  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4, 
0.4  0.4  0.4  1.0  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4, 
0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  1.0  0.4  0.4  0.4, 
0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  1.0  0.4  0.4, 
0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  1.0  0.4, 
0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  1.0 
};  
mu = {0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0};  
n = &sample;  
seed = -1;  
q=NROW(sigma); /* calculate number of variables */ 
MUMAT=REPEAT(mu,n,1);/*matrix mumat is created by repeating the row vector is 
mu times to produce a nx3 matrix*/  
SROOT=ROOT(sigma); /* calculate cholesky root of cov matrix */ 
Z=NORMAL(REPEAT(seed,n,q)); /* generate normals */ 
x=Z*SROOT+MUMAT; /*finally the multivariate random variables are created*/ /* 
premultiply by cholesky root */ 
 
col={ "e11" "e21" "e31" "e41" "e51" "e61" "e71" "e81"}; /*renames the column 
names*/ 
CREATE test1 FROM x [colname=col]; 
APPEND FROM x ;  
 
sigma = { 
1.0000000 0.4000000 0.160000 0.02560 0.01024 0.004096 0.0016384 0.0006536, 
0.4000000 1.0000000 0.400000 0.16000 0.02560 0.010240 0.0040960 0.0016384, 
0.1600000 0.4000000 1.000000 0.40000 0.16000 0.025600 0.0102400 0.0040960, 
0.0256000 0.1600000 0.400000 1.00000 0.40000 0.160000 0.0256000 0.0102400, 
0.0102400 0.0256000 0.160000 0.40000 1.00000 0.400000 0.1600000 0.0256000, 
0.0040960 0.0102400 0.025600 0.16000 0.40000 1.000000 0.4000000 0.1600000, 
0.0016384 0.0040960 0.010240 0.02560 0.16000 0.400000 1.0000000 0.4000000, 
0.0006536 0.0016384 0.004096 0.01024 0.02560 0.160000 0.4000000 1.0000000 
}; 
mu = {0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0};  
n = &sample;  









col={ "e12" "e22" "e32" "e42" "e52" "e62" "e72" "e82"}; /*renames the column 
names*/ 
CREATE test2 FROM x [colname=col]; 
APPEND FROM x ;  
 
QUIT; 
/*PROC UNIVARIATE DATA=test1 NOPRINT;  
QQPLOT;  










data test4&j.; /*TO GET EACH DATA SET THAT IS CREATED!!!!!*/ 
set test3; 
 
/*A normal variate X with mean MU and variance S2 can be generated with this 
code:*/ 
 
age=40+sqrt(10)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(40,10)'; */ 
error= 0.12+sqrt(0.03)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(.12,.03)'; */ 
sex=ranbin(0,1,.5); /*ranbin(Seed_3,n,p);*/ 
xi=100+sqrt(20)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(100,20)'; */ 
 
Y11=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e11; 
Y21=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e21; 
Y31=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e31; 
Y41=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e41; 
Y51=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e51; 
Y61=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e61; 
Y71=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e71; 
Y81=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e81; 
 
Y12=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e12;  
Y22=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e22;  
Y32=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e32;  
Y42=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e42; 
Y52=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e52; 
Y62=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e62; 
Y72=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e72; 
Y82=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e82; 
format sex lsex.; 
run; 
 





 set test4&j; 
 do time = 1 to 8; 
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  if time = 1 then do; Y1 = Y11; Y2 = Y12; end; 
  else if time = 2 then do; Y1 = Y21; Y2 = Y22; end; 
  else if time = 3 then do; Y1 = Y31; Y2 = Y32; end; 
  else if time = 4 then do; Y1 = Y41; Y2 = Y42; end; 
  else if time = 5 then do; Y1 = Y51; Y2 = Y52; end; 
  else if time = 6 then do; Y1 = Y61; Y2 = Y62; end; 
  else if time = 7 then do; Y1 = Y71; Y2 = Y72; end; 
  else if time = 8 then do; Y1 = Y81; Y2 = Y82; end; 
  output; 
 end; 




 set atem&j; 
 drop Y2; 
 var=0; 
 rename Y1=y; 
run; 
data sim_2; 
 set atem&j; 
 drop Y1; 
 var=1; 




 set sim_1 sim_2; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=vc sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
para(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
error(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
pvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 







 set stat; 
 set para; 
 set error; 
 set pvalue; 
run;  
data result; 




ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=cs sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cspara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cserror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cspvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 




 set stat; 
 set cspara; 
 set cserror; 
 set cspvalue; 
run;  
data csresult; 
 set csresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=AR(1) sub=id; 




proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arpara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arerror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arpvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set arpara; 
 set arerror 
 set arpvalue; 
run;  
data arresult; 
 set arresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=Toep sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tppara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tperror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tppvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 





 set stat; 
 set tppara; 
 set tperror 
 set tppvalue; 
run;  
data tpresult; 
 set tpresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=UN sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unpara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unerror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unpvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set unpara; 
 set unerror; 
 set unpvalue; 
run;  
data unresult; 




%mend trivariate_normal; /*to close macro*/ 
%trivariate_normal(sample=n,iterations=N); /*to call macro, sample of n 
repeated N times*/ 
 
proc means data =result ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 




proc means data =csresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =arresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =tpresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =unresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 




/********Code that follows an algorithm which simulates data from 
2 Multivariate normal distributions**********/ 
proc format; 






%macro trivariate_normal(sample=, iterations=); 
data result; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data csresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data arresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data tpresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data unresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
 
%do j=1 %to &iterations; /*to iterate*/ 
 
 




sigma = { 
1    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0     0,  
0    1    0    0    0    0    0    0    0     0, 
0    0    1    0    0    0    0    0    0     0, 
0    0    0    1    0    0    0    0    0     0, 
0    0    0    0    1    0    0    0    0     0, 
0    0    0    0    0    1    0    0    0     0, 
0    0    0    0    0    0    1    0    0     0, 
0    0    0    0    0    0    0    1    0     0, 
0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    1     0, 
0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0     1 
 
};  
mu = {0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0};  
n = &sample;  
seed = -1;  
q=NROW(sigma); /* calculate number of variables */ 
MUMAT=REPEAT(mu,n,1);/*matrix mumat is created by repeating the row vector is 
mu times to produce a nx3 matrix*/  
SROOT=ROOT(sigma); /* calculate cholesky root of cov matrix */ 
Z=NORMAL(REPEAT(seed,n,q)); /* generate normals */ 
x=Z*SROOT+MUMAT; /*finally the multivariate random variables are created*/ /* 
premultiply by cholesky root */ 
 
col={ "e11" "e21" "e31" "e41" "e51" "e61" "e71" "e81" "e91" "e101"}; 
/*renames the column names*/ 
CREATE test1 FROM x [colname=col]; 
APPEND FROM x ;  
 
sigma = { 
1    0.4    0.4    0.4    0.4    0.4    0.4    0.4    0.4     0.4, 
0.4    1    0.4    0.4    0.4    0.4    0.4    0.4    0.4     0.4, 
0.4    0.4    1    0.4    0.4    0.4    0.4    0.4    0.4     0.4, 
 0.4    0.4   0.4    1    0.4    0.4    0.4    0.4    0.4     0.4, 
 0.4    0.4   0.4   0.4    1     0.4    0.4    0.4    0.4     0.4, 
 0.4    0.4   0.4   0.4    0.4    1     0.4    0.4    0.4     0.4, 
 0.4    0.4   0.4   0.4    0.4   0.4    1      0.4    0.4     0.4, 
 0.4    0.4   0.4   0.4    0.4   0.4    0.4    1      0.4     0.4, 
 0.4    0.4   0.4   0.4    0.4   0.4    0.4    0.4    1       0.4, 
 0.4    0.4   0.4   0.4    0.4    0.4    0.4    0.4    0.4     1 
 
}; 
mu = {0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0};  
n = &sample;  







col={ "e12" "e22" "e32" "e42" "e52" "e62" "e72" "e82" "e92" "e102"}; 
/*renames the column names*/ 
CREATE test2 FROM x [colname=col]; 





/*PROC UNIVARIATE DATA=test1 NOPRINT;  
QQPLOT;  










data test4&j.; /*TO GET EACH DATA SET THAT IS CREATED!!!!!*/ 
set test3; 
 
/*A normal variate X with mean MU and variance S2 can be generated with this 
code:*/ 
 
age=40+sqrt(10)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(40,10)'; */ 
error= 0.12+sqrt(0.03)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(.12,.03)'; */ 
sex=ranbin(0,1,.5); /*ranbin(Seed_3,n,p);*/ 
xi=100+sqrt(20)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(100,20)'; */ 
 
Y11=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e11; 
Y21=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e21; 
Y31=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e31; 
Y41=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e41; 
Y51=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e51; 
Y61=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e61; 
Y71=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e71; 
Y81=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e81; 
Y91=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e91; 
Y101=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e101; 
 
Y12=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e12;  
Y22=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e22;  
Y32=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e32;  
Y42=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e42; 
Y52=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e52; 
Y62=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e62; 
Y72=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e72; 
Y82=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e82; 
Y92=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e92; 
Y102=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e102; 
format sex lsex.; 
run; 
 





 set test4&j; 
 do time = 1 to 10; 
  if time = 1 then do; Y1 = Y11; Y2 = Y12; end; 
  else if time = 2 then do; Y1 = Y21; Y2 = Y22; end; 
  else if time = 3 then do; Y1 = Y31; Y2 = Y32; end; 
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  else if time = 4 then do; Y1 = Y41; Y2 = Y42; end; 
  else if time = 5 then do; Y1 = Y51; Y2 = Y52; end; 
  else if time = 6 then do; Y1 = Y61; Y2 = Y62; end; 
  else if time = 7 then do; Y1 = Y71; Y2 = Y72; end; 
  else if time = 8 then do; Y1 = Y81; Y2 = Y82; end; 
  else if time = 9 then do; Y1 = Y91; Y2 = Y92; end; 
  else if time = 10 then do; Y1 = Y101; Y2 = Y102; end; 
  output; 
 end; 
 drop Y11 Y21 Y31 Y41 Y51 Y61 Y71 Y81 Y91 Y101 Y12 Y22 Y32 Y42 Y52 Y62 




 set atem&j; 
 drop Y2; 
 var=0; 
 rename Y1=y; 
run; 
data sim_2; 
 set atem&j; 
 drop Y1; 
 var=1; 




 set sim_1 sim_2; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=vc sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
para(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
error(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
pvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 







 set stat; 
 set para; 
 set error; 
 set pvalue; 
run;  
data result; 




ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=cs sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cspara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cserror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cspvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 




 set stat; 
 set cspara; 
 set cserror; 
 set cspvalue; 
run;  
data csresult; 
 set csresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=AR(1) sub=id; 




proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arpara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arerror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arpvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set arpara; 
 set arerror 
 set arpvalue; 
run;  
data arresult; 
 set arresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=Toep sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tppara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tperror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tppvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 





 set stat; 
 set tppara; 
 set tperror 
 set tppvalue; 
run;  
data tpresult; 
 set tpresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=UN sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unpara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unerror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unpvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set unpara; 
 set unerror; 
 set unpvalue; 
run;  
data unresult; 




%mend trivariate_normal; /*to close macro*/ 
%trivariate_normal(sample=n,iterations=N); /*to call macro, sample of n 
repeated N times*/ 
 
proc means data =result ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 




proc means data =csresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =arresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =tpresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =unresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 




/********Code that follows an algorithm which simulates data from 
2 Multivariate normal distributions**********/ 
proc format; 






%macro trivariate_normal(sample=, iterations=); 
data result; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data csresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data arresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data tpresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data unresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
 
%do j=1 %to &iterations; /*to iterate*/ 
 
 




sigma = { 
     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0     0     0     0, 
     0    1    0    0    0    0    0    0    0     0     0     0, 
     0    0    1    0    0    0    0    0    0     0     0     0, 
     0    0    0    1    0    0    0    0    0     0     0     0, 
     0    0    0    0    1    0    0    0    0     0     0     0, 
     0    0    0    0    0    1    0    0    0     0     0     0, 
     0    0    0    0    0    0    1    0    0     0     0     0, 
     0    0    0    0    0    0    0    1    0     0     0     0, 
     0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    1     0     0     0, 
     0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0     1     0     0, 
     0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0     0     1     0, 
     0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0     0     0     1 
};  
mu = {0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0};  
n = &sample;  
seed = -1;  
q=NROW(sigma); /* calculate number of variables */ 
MUMAT=REPEAT(mu,n,1);/*matrix mumat is created by repeating the row vector is 
mu times to produce a nx3 matrix*/  
SROOT=ROOT(sigma); /* calculate cholesky root of cov matrix */ 
Z=NORMAL(REPEAT(seed,n,q)); /* generate normals */ 
x=Z*SROOT+MUMAT; /*finally the multivariate random variables are created*/ /* 
premultiply by cholesky root */ 
 
col={ "e11" "e21" "e31" "e41" "e51" "e61" "e71" "e81" "e91" "e101" "e111" 
"e121"}; /*renames the column names*/ 
CREATE test1 FROM x [colname=col]; 
APPEND FROM x ;  
 
sigma = { 
1  0.4  0.4  0.4   0.4  0.4   0.4   0.4    0.4     0.4   0.4  0.4, 
0.4  1  0.4  0.4   0.4  0.4   0.4   0.4    0.4     0.4   0.4  0.4, 
0.4  0.4  1  0.4   0.4  0.4   0.4   0.4    0.4     0.4   0.4  0.4, 
0.4  0.4 0.4   1   0.4  0.4   0.4   0.4    0.4     0.4   0.4  0.4, 
0.4  0.4 0.4 0.4   1    0.4   0.4   0.4    0.4     0.4   0.4  0.4, 
0.4  0.4 0.4 0.4  0.4   1     0.4   0.4    0.4     0.4   0.4  0.4, 
0.4  0.4   0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4    1   0.4   0.4     0.4   0.4   0.4, 
0.4  0.4   0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4   1     0.4     0.4   0.4   0.4, 
0.4  0.4   0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4   0.4   1       0.4   0.4   0.4, 
0.4  0.4   0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4   0.4   0.4     1     0.4   0.4, 
0.4  0.4   0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4   0.4   0.4     0.4   1     0.4, 
0.4  0.4   0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4   0.4   0.4     0.4   0.4   1 
 
}; 
mu = {0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0};  
n = &sample;  







col={ "e12" "e22" "e32" "e42" "e52" "e62" "e72" "e82" "e92" "e102" "e112" 
"e122"}; /*renames the column names*/ 
CREATE test2 FROM x [colname=col]; 
114 
 
APPEND FROM x ;  
 
QUIT; 
/*PROC UNIVARIATE DATA=test1 NOPRINT;  
QQPLOT;  










data test4&j.; /*TO GET EACH DATA SET THAT IS CREATED!!!!!*/ 
set test3; 
 
/*A normal variate X with mean MU and variance S2 can be generated with this 
code:*/ 
 
age=40+sqrt(10)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(40,10)'; */ 
error= 0.12+sqrt(0.03)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(.12,.03)'; */ 
sex=ranbin(0,1,.5); /*ranbin(Seed_3,n,p);*/ 
xi=100+sqrt(20)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(100,20)'; */ 
 
Y11=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e11; 
Y21=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e21; 
Y31=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e31; 
Y41=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e41; 
Y51=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e51; 
Y61=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e61; 
Y71=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e71; 
Y81=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e81; 
Y91=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e91; 
Y101=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e101; 
Y111=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e111; 
Y121=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e121; 
 
Y12=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e12;  
Y22=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e22;  
Y32=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e32;  
Y42=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e42; 
Y52=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e52; 
Y62=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e62; 
Y72=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e72; 
Y82=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e82; 
Y92=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e92; 
Y102=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e102; 
Y112=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e112; 
Y122=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e122; 
format sex lsex.; 
run; 
 







 set test4&j; 
 do time = 1 to 12; 
  if time = 1 then do; Y1 = Y11; Y2 = Y12; end; 
  else if time = 2 then do; Y1 = Y21; Y2 = Y22; end; 
  else if time = 3 then do; Y1 = Y31; Y2 = Y32; end; 
  else if time = 4 then do; Y1 = Y41; Y2 = Y42; end; 
  else if time = 5 then do; Y1 = Y51; Y2 = Y52; end; 
  else if time = 6 then do; Y1 = Y61; Y2 = Y62; end; 
  else if time = 7 then do; Y1 = Y71; Y2 = Y72; end; 
  else if time = 8 then do; Y1 = Y81; Y2 = Y82; end; 
  else if time = 9 then do; Y1 = Y91; Y2 = Y92; end; 
  else if time = 10 then do; Y1 = Y101; Y2 = Y102; end; 
  else if time = 11 then do; Y1 = Y111; Y2 = Y112; end; 
  else if time = 12 then do; Y1 = Y121; Y2 = Y122; end; 
  output; 
 end; 
 drop Y11 Y21 Y31 Y41 Y51 Y61 Y71 Y81 Y91 Y101 Y111 Y121 Y12 Y22 Y32 Y42 




 set atem&j; 
 drop Y2; 
 var=0; 
 rename Y1=y; 
run; 
data sim_2; 
 set atem&j; 
 drop Y1; 
 var=1; 




 set sim_1 sim_2; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=vc sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
para(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 




proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
error(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
pvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 





 set stat; 
 set para; 
 set error; 
 set pvalue; 
run;  
data result; 




ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=cs sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cspara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cserror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cspvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 




 set stat; 
 set cspara; 
 set cserror; 





 set csresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=AR(1) sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arpara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arerror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arpvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set arpara; 
 set arerror 
 set arpvalue; 
run;  
data arresult; 
 set arresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=Toep sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tppara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 





proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tperror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tppvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set tppara; 
 set tperror 
 set tppvalue; 
run;  
data tpresult; 
 set tpresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=UN sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unpara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unerror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unpvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set unpara; 
 set unerror; 
 set unpvalue; 
run;  
data unresult; 






%mend trivariate_normal; /*to close macro*/ 
%trivariate_normal(sample=n,iterations=N); /*to call macro, sample of n 
repeated N times*/ 
 
proc means data =result ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
proc means data =csresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =arresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =tpresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =unresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 




/********Code that follows an algorithm which simulates data from 
2 Multivariate normal distributions**********/ 
proc format; 






%macro trivariate_normal(sample=, iterations=); 
data result; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data csresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data arresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data tpresult; 





 set _null_; 
run; 
 
%do j=1 %to &iterations; /*to iterate*/ 
 
 
PROC IML;  
 
sigma ={ 
1  0.4  0.4   0.4  0.4   0.4  0.4  0.4   0.4    0.4   0.4   0.4   0.4    0.4, 
0.4   1 0.4   0.4  0.4   0.4  0.4  0.4   0.4    0.4   0.4   0.4   0.4    0.4, 
0.4  0.4  1   0.4  0.4   0.4  0.4  0.4   0.4    0.4   0.4   0.4   0.4    0.4, 
0.4  0.4  0.4   1  0.4   0.4  0.4  0.4   0.4    0.4   0.4   0.4   0.4    0.4, 
0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4   1   0.4  0.4  0.4   0.4    0.4   0.4   0.4   0.4    0.4, 
0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4 0.4    1   0.4  0.4   0.4    0.4   0.4   0.4   0.4    0.4, 
0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4 0.4   0.4    1  0.4   0.4    0.4   0.4   0.4   0.4    0.4, 
0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4 0.4   0.4  0.4    1   0.4    0.4   0.4   0.4   0.4    0.4, 
0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4 0.4   0.4  0.4  0.4    1     0.4   0.4   0.4   0.4    0.4, 
0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4 0.4   0.4  0.4  0.4   0.4    1.0   0.4   0.4   0.4    0.4, 
0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4 0.4   0.4  0.4  0.4   0.4    0.4     1   0.4   0.4    0.4, 
0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4 0.4   0.4  0.4  0.4   0.4    0.4   0.4     1   0.4    0.4, 
0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4 0.4   0.4  0.4  0.4   0.4    0.4   0.4   0.4     1    0.4, 
0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4 0.4   0.4  0.4  0.4   0.4    0.4   0.4   0.4   0.4     1 
 
};  
mu = {0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0};  
n = &sample;  
seed = -1;  
q=NROW(sigma); /* calculate number of variables */ 
MUMAT=REPEAT(mu,n,1);/*matrix mumat is created by repeating the row vector is 
mu times to produce a nx3 matrix*/  
SROOT=ROOT(sigma); /* calculate cholesky root of cov matrix */ 
Z=NORMAL(REPEAT(seed,n,q)); /* generate normals */ 
x=Z*SROOT+MUMAT; /*finally the multivariate random variables are created*/ /* 
premultiply by cholesky root */ 
 
col={ "e11" "e21" "e31" "e41" "e51" "e61" "e71" "e81" "e91" "e101" "e111" 
"e121" "e131" "e141"}; /*renames the column names*/ 
CREATE test1 FROM x [colname=col]; 
APPEND FROM x ;  
 
sigma = {    
 1    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0     0     0     0     0     0, 
 0    1    0    0    0    0    0    0    0     0     0     0     0     0, 
 0    0    1    0    0    0    0    0    0     0     0     0     0     0, 
 0    0    0    1    0    0    0    0    0     0     0     0     0     0, 
 0    0    0    0    1    0    0    0    0     0     0     0     0     0, 
 0    0    0    0    0    1    0    0    0     0     0     0     0     0, 
 0    0    0    0    0    0    1    0    0     0     0     0     0     0, 
 0    0    0    0    0    0    0    1    0     0     0     0     0     0, 
 0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    1     0     0     0     0     0, 
 0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0     1     0     0     0     0, 
 0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0     0     1     0     0     0, 
 0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0     0     0     1     0     0, 
 0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0     0     0     0     1     0, 
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 0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0     0     0     0     0     1 
}; 
mu = {0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0};  
n = &sample;  







col={ "e12" "e22" "e32" "e42" "e52" "e62" "e72" "e82" "e92" "e102" "e112" 
"e122" "e132" "e142"}; /*renames the column names*/ 
CREATE test2 FROM x [colname=col]; 
APPEND FROM x ;  
 
QUIT; 
/*PROC UNIVARIATE DATA=test1 NOPRINT;  
QQPLOT;  










data test4&j.; /*TO GET EACH DATA SET THAT IS CREATED!!!!!*/ 
set test3; 
 
/*A normal variate X with mean MU and variance S2 can be generated with this 
code:*/ 
 
age=40+sqrt(10)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(40,10)'; */ 
error= 0.12+sqrt(0.03)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(.12,.03)'; */ 
sex=ranbin(0,1,.5); /*ranbin(Seed_3,n,p);*/ 
xi=100+sqrt(20)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(100,20)'; */ 
 
Y11=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e11; 
Y21=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e21; 
Y31=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e31; 
Y41=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e41; 
Y51=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e51; 
Y61=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e61; 
Y71=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e71; 
Y81=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e81; 
Y91=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e91; 
Y101=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e101; 
Y111=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e111; 
Y121=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e121; 
Y131=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e131; 
Y141=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e141; 
 
Y12=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e12;  
Y22=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e22;  
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Y32=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e32;  
Y42=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e42; 
Y52=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e52; 
Y62=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e62; 
Y72=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e72; 
Y82=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e82; 
Y92=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e92; 
Y102=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e102; 
Y112=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e112; 
Y122=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e122; 
Y132=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e132; 
Y142=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e142; 
format sex lsex.; 
run; 
 





 set test4&j; 
 do time = 1 to 14; 
  if time = 1 then do; Y1 = Y11; Y2 = Y12; end; 
  else if time = 2 then do; Y1 = Y21; Y2 = Y22; end; 
  else if time = 3 then do; Y1 = Y31; Y2 = Y32; end; 
  else if time = 4 then do; Y1 = Y41; Y2 = Y42; end; 
  else if time = 5 then do; Y1 = Y51; Y2 = Y52; end; 
  else if time = 6 then do; Y1 = Y61; Y2 = Y62; end; 
  else if time = 7 then do; Y1 = Y71; Y2 = Y72; end; 
  else if time = 8 then do; Y1 = Y81; Y2 = Y82; end; 
  else if time = 9 then do; Y1 = Y91; Y2 = Y92; end; 
  else if time = 10 then do; Y1 = Y101; Y2 = Y102; end; 
  else if time = 11 then do; Y1 = Y111; Y2 = Y112; end; 
  else if time = 12 then do; Y1 = Y121; Y2 = Y122; end; 
  else if time = 13 then do; Y1 = Y131; Y2 = Y132; end; 
  else if time = 14 then do; Y1 = Y141; Y2 = Y142; end; 
  output; 
 end; 
 drop Y11 Y21 Y31 Y41 Y51 Y61 Y71 Y81 Y91 Y101 Y111 Y121 Y131 Y141 Y12 
Y22 Y32  




 set atem&j; 
 drop Y2; 
 var=0; 
 rename Y1=y; 
run; 
data sim_2; 
 set atem&j; 
 drop Y1; 
 var=1; 






 set sim_1 sim_2; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=vc sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
para(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
error(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
pvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 





 set stat; 
 set para; 
 set error; 
 set pvalue; 
run;  
data result; 




ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=cs sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cspara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 




proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cserror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cspvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 




 set stat; 
 set cspara; 
 set cserror; 
 set cspvalue; 
run;  
data csresult; 
 set csresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=AR(1) sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arpara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arerror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arpvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set arpara; 
 set arerror 
 set arpvalue; 
run;  
data arresult; 





ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=Toep sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tppara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tperror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tppvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set tppara; 
 set tperror 
 set tppvalue; 
run;  
data tpresult; 
 set tpresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=UN sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unpara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 





proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unerror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unpvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set unpara; 
 set unerror; 
 set unpvalue; 
run;  
data unresult; 




%mend trivariate_normal; /*to close macro*/ 
%trivariate_normal(sample=n,iterations=N); /*to call macro, sample of n 
repeated N times*/ 
 
proc means data =result ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
proc means data =csresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =arresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =tpresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =unresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
/********Code that follows an algorithm which simulates data from 










%macro trivariate_normal(sample=, iterations=); 
data result; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data csresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data arresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data tpresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data unresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
 
%do j=1 %to &iterations; /*to iterate*/ 
 
 
PROC IML;  
 
sigma = { 
1 .0,  
.0 1   
};  
mu = { 0 0};  
n = &sample;  
seed = -1;  
q=NROW(sigma); /* calculate number of variables */ 
MUMAT=REPEAT(mu,n,1);/*matrix mumat is created by repeating the row vector is 
mu times to produce a nx3 matrix*/  
SROOT=ROOT(sigma); /* calculate cholesky root of cov matrix */ 
Z=NORMAL(REPEAT(seed,n,q)); /* generate normals */ 
x=Z*SROOT+MUMAT; /*finally the multivariate random variables are created*/ /* 
premultiply by cholesky root */ 
 
col={ "e11" "e21" }; /*renames the column names*/ 
CREATE test1 FROM x [colname=col]; 
APPEND FROM x ;  
 
sigma = { 
1 0 ,  
0 1 
};  
mu = { 0 0};  
n = &sample;  









col={ "e12" "e22"}; /*renames the column names*/ 
CREATE test2 FROM x [colname=col]; 
APPEND FROM x ;  
 
QUIT; 
/*PROC UNIVARIATE DATA=test1 NOPRINT;  
QQPLOT;  










data test4&j.; /*TO GET EACH DATA SET THAT IS CREATED!!!!!*/ 
set test3; 
 






age=40+sqrt(10)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(40,10)'; */ 
error= 0.12+sqrt(0.03)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(.12,.03)'; */ 
sex=ranbin(0,1,.5); /*ranbin(Seed_3,n,p);*/ 
xi=100+sqrt(20)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(100,20)'; */ 
 
Y11=X1 + e11; 




format sex lsex.; 
run; 
 






 set test4&j; 
 drop Y22; 
 var=0; 
 rename Y11=y; 
run; 
data sim_2; 
 set test4&j; 








 set sim_1 sim_2; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var  age/s ; 
 random var  / type=vc sub=id; 
  
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
para(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 ) drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
error(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 ) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
pvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 ) drop=_name_ _label_); 





 set stat; 
 set para; 
 set error; 
 set pvalue; 
run;  
data result; 




ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var  age/s ; 
 random var  / type=cs sub=id; 
 run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cspara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 ) drop=_name_); 




proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cserror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 ) drop=_name_ 
_label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cspvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 ) drop=_name_ 
_label_); 




 set stat; 
 set cspara; 
 set cserror; 
 set cspvalue; 
run;  
data csresult; 
 set csresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var  age/s ; 
 random var  / type=AR(1) sub=id; 
 run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arpara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 ) drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arerror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 ) drop=_name_ 
_label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arpvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 ) drop=_name_ 
_label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set arpara; 
 set arerror 
 set arpvalue; 
run;  
data arresult; 
 set arresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
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proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var age/s ; 
 random var  / type=Toep sub=id; 
  
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tppara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 ) drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tperror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 ) drop=_name_ 
_label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tppvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 ) drop=_name_ 
_label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set tppara; 
 set tperror 
 set tppvalue; 
run;  
data tpresult; 
 set tpresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var  age/s ; 
 random var  / type=UN sub=id; 
  
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unpara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unerror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 ) drop=_name_ 
_label_); 




proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unpvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 ) drop=_name_ 
_label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set unpara; 
 set unerror; 
 set unpvalue; 
run;  
data unresult; 




%mend trivariate_normal; /*to close macro*/ 
%trivariate_normal(sample=50,iterations=500); /*to call macro, sample of n 
repeated N times*/ 
 
proc means data =result ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2  e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2  
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 ; 
run; 
proc means data =csresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2  e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2  
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 ; 
run; 
 
proc means data =arresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2  e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2  
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 ; 
run; 
 
proc means data =tpresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2  e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2  
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 ; 
run; 
 
proc means data =unresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2  e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2  






/*Generating missing data*/ 
 
/*Light missing*/ 
/********Code that follows an algorithm which simulates data from 
2 Multivariate normal distributions**********/ 
proc format; 








%macro trivariate_normal(sample=, iterations=); 
data result; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data csresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data arresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data tpresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data unresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
 
%do j=1 %to &iterations; /*to iterate*/ 
 
 
PROC IML;  
 
sigma = {1.00 0.40 0.27 0.60  0.7, 
 0.40 1.00 0.75 0.01  0.4, 
 0.27 0.75 1.00 0.30  0.2, 
 0.60 0.01 0.30 1.00  0.4, 
0.70 0.40 0.20 0.40  1.0};  
mu = {0 0 0 0 0};  
n = &sample;  
seed = -1;  
q=NROW(sigma); /* calculate number of variables */ 
MUMAT=REPEAT(mu,n,1);/*matrix mumat is created by repeating the row vector is 
mu times to produce a nx3 matrix*/  
SROOT=ROOT(sigma); /* calculate cholesky root of cov matrix */ 
Z=NORMAL(REPEAT(seed,n,q)); /* generate normals */ 
x=Z*SROOT+MUMAT; /*finally the multivariate random variables are created*/ /* 
premultiply by cholesky root */ 
 
col={ "e11" "e21" "e31" "e41" "e51"}; /*renames the column names*/ 
CREATE test1 FROM x [colname=col]; 
APPEND FROM x ;  
 
sigma = {1    0    0    0    0, 
0    1    0    0    0, 
0    0    1    0    0, 
0    0    0    1    0, 
0    0    0    0    1, 
}; 
mu = {0 0 0 0 0};  
n = &sample;  









col={ "e12" "e22" "e32" "e42" "e52"}; /*renames the column names*/ 
CREATE test2 FROM x [colname=col]; 
APPEND FROM x ;  
 
QUIT; 
/*PROC UNIVARIATE DATA=test1 NOPRINT;  
QQPLOT;  










data test4&j.; /*TO GET EACH DATA SET THAT IS CREATED!!!!!*/ 
set test3; 
 
/*A normal variate X with mean MU and variance S2 can be generated with this 
code:*/ 
 
age=40+sqrt(10)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(40,10)'; */ 
error= 0.12+sqrt(0.03)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(.12,.03)'; */ 
sex=ranbin(0,1,.5); /*ranbin(Seed_3,n,p);*/ 
xi=100+sqrt(20)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(100,20)'; */ 
 
Y11=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e11; 
Y21=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e21; 
Y31=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e31; 
if (1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e11)>=20 then do; 
 Y41=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e41; 
end; 
 
if (1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e11)>=20 then do; 




if Y41~=. or Y51~=. then do; 
 Y42=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e42;  
 Y52=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e52;  
end; 
 
Y12=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e12;  
Y22=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e22;  
Y32=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e32;  
 
 
if Y51=. and Y42<-9.9 then Y42=.; 
if Y51=. and Y52<-9.9 then Y52=.; 










 set test4&j; 
 do time = 1 to 5; 
  if time = 1 then do; Y1 = Y11; Y2 = Y12; end; 
  else if time = 2 then do; Y1 = Y21; Y2 = Y22; end; 
  else if time = 3 then do; Y1 = Y31; Y2 = Y32; end; 
  else if time = 4 then do; Y1 = Y41; Y2 = Y42; end; 
  else if time = 5 then do; Y1 = Y51; Y2 = Y52; end; 
  output; 
 end; 




 set atem&j; 
 drop Y2; 
 var=0; 
 rename Y1=y; 
run; 
data sim_2; 
 set atem&j; 
 drop Y1; 
 var=1; 




 set sim_1 sim_2; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=vc sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
para(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
error(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 




proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
pvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 





 set stat; 
 set para; 
 set error; 
 set pvalue; 
run;  
data result; 




ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=cs sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cspara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cserror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cspvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 




 set stat; 
 set cspara; 
 set cserror; 
 set cspvalue; 
run;  
data csresult; 
 set csresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
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 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=AR(1) sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arpara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arerror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arpvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set arpara; 
 set arerror 
 set arpvalue; 
run;  
data arresult; 
 set arresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=Toep sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tppara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tperror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 




proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tppvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set tppara; 
 set tperror 
 set tppvalue; 
run;  
data tpresult; 
 set tpresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=UN sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unpara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unerror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unpvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set unpara; 
 set unerror; 
 set unpvalue; 
run;  
data unresult; 




%mend trivariate_normal; /*to close macro*/ 
%trivariate_normal(sample=50,iterations=500); /*to call macro, sample of 1000 




proc means data =result ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
proc means data =csresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =arresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =tpresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =unresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 










/********Code that follows an algorithm which simulates data from 
2 Multivariate normal distributions**********/ 
proc format; 






%macro trivariate_normal(sample=, iterations=); 
data result; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data csresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data arresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data tpresult; 





 set _null_; 
run; 
 
%do j=1 %to &iterations; /*to iterate*/ 
 
 
PROC IML;  
 
sigma = {1.00 0.40 0.27 0.60  0.7, 
 0.40 1.00 0.75 0.01  0.4, 
 0.27 0.75 1.00 0.30  0.2, 
 0.60 0.01 0.30 1.00  0.4, 
0.70 0.40 0.20 0.40  1.0};  
mu = {0 0 0 0 0};  
n = &sample;  
seed = -1;  
q=NROW(sigma); /* calculate number of variables */ 
MUMAT=REPEAT(mu,n,1);/*matrix mumat is created by repeating the row vector is 
mu times to produce a nx3 matrix*/  
SROOT=ROOT(sigma); /* calculate cholesky root of cov matrix */ 
Z=NORMAL(REPEAT(seed,n,q)); /* generate normals */ 
x=Z*SROOT+MUMAT; /*finally the multivariate random variables are created*/ /* 
premultiply by cholesky root */ 
 
col={ "e11" "e21" "e31" "e41" "e51"}; /*renames the column names*/ 
CREATE test1 FROM x [colname=col]; 
APPEND FROM x ;  
 
sigma = {1    0    0    0    0, 
0    1    0    0    0, 
0    0    1    0    0, 
0    0    0    1    0, 
0    0    0    0    1, 
}; 
mu = {0 0 0 0 0};  
n = &sample;  







col={ "e12" "e22" "e32" "e42" "e52"}; /*renames the column names*/ 
CREATE test2 FROM x [colname=col]; 
APPEND FROM x ;  
 
QUIT; 
/*PROC UNIVARIATE DATA=test1 NOPRINT;  
QQPLOT;  












data test4&j.; /*TO GET EACH DATA SET THAT IS CREATED!!!!!*/ 
set test3; 
 
/*A normal variate X with mean MU and variance S2 can be generated with this 
code:*/ 
 
age=40+sqrt(10)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(40,10)'; */ 
error= 0.12+sqrt(0.03)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(.12,.03)'; */ 
sex=ranbin(0,1,.5); /*ranbin(Seed_3,n,p);*/ 
xi=100+sqrt(20)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(100,20)'; */ 
 
Y11=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e11; 
Y21=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e21; 
 
if (1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e31)>=20.8 then do; 
 Y31=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e41; 
end; 
if (1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e41)>=20.8 then do; 
 Y41=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e41; 
end; 
 
if (1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e51)>=20.6 then do; 




if Y41~=. or Y51~=. or Y31~=. then do; 
    Y32=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e32; 
 Y42=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e42;  
 Y52=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e52;  
end; 
 
Y12=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e12;  
Y22=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e22;  
  
 
if Y31=. and Y32<-8.8 then Y32=.; 
if Y41=. and Y42<-8.8 then Y42=.; 
if Y51=. and Y52<-8.8 then Y52=.; 
format sex lsex.; 
run; 
 





 set test4&j; 
 do time = 1 to 5; 
  if time = 1 then do; Y1 = Y11; Y2 = Y12; end; 
  else if time = 2 then do; Y1 = Y21; Y2 = Y22; end; 
  else if time = 3 then do; Y1 = Y31; Y2 = Y32; end; 
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  else if time = 4 then do; Y1 = Y41; Y2 = Y42; end; 
  else if time = 5 then do; Y1 = Y51; Y2 = Y52; end; 
  output; 
 end; 




 set atem&j; 
 drop Y2; 
 var=0; 
 rename Y1=y; 
run; 
data sim_2; 
 set atem&j; 
 drop Y1; 
 var=1; 




 set sim_1 sim_2; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=vc sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
para(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
error(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
pvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 





 set stat; 
 set para; 
 set error; 









ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=cs sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cspara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cserror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cspvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 




 set stat; 
 set cspara; 
 set cserror; 
 set cspvalue; 
run;  
data csresult; 
 set csresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=AR(1) sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 




 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arerror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arpvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set arpara; 
 set arerror 
 set arpvalue; 
run;  
data arresult; 
 set arresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=Toep sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tppara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tperror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tppvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set tppara; 
 set tperror 





 set tpresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=UN sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unpara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unerror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unpvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set unpara; 
 set unerror; 
 set unpvalue; 
run;  
data unresult; 




%mend trivariate_normal; /*to close macro*/ 
%trivariate_normal(sample=50,iterations=500); /*to call macro, sample of 1000 
repeated n times*/ 
 
proc means data =result ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
proc means data =csresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =arresult ; 
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var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =tpresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =unresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
/********Code that follows an algorithm which simulates data from 
2 Multivariate normal distributions**********/ 
proc format; 






%macro trivariate_normal(sample=, iterations=); 
data result; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data csresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data arresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data tpresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
data unresult; 
 set _null_; 
run; 
 
%do j=1 %to &iterations; /*to iterate*/ 
 
 
PROC IML;  
 
sigma = {1    0    0    0    0    0    0, 
   0    1    0    0    0    0    0, 
   0    0    1    0    0    0    0, 
   0    0    0    1    0    0    0, 
   0    0    0    0    1    0    0, 
   0    0    0    0    0    1    0, 
    0    0    0    0    0    0    1 
};  
mu = {0 0 0 0 0 0 0};  
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n = &sample;  
seed = -1;  
q=NROW(sigma); /* calculate number of variables */ 
MUMAT=REPEAT(mu,n,1);/*matrix mumat is created by repeating the row vector is 
mu times to produce a nx3 matrix*/  
SROOT=ROOT(sigma); /* calculate cholesky root of cov matrix */ 
Z=NORMAL(REPEAT(seed,n,q)); /* generate normals */ 
x=Z*SROOT+MUMAT; /*finally the multivariate random variables are created*/ /* 
premultiply by cholesky root */ 
 
col={ "e11" "e21" "e31" "e41" "e51" "e61" "e71"}; /*renames the column 
names*/ 
CREATE test1 FROM x [colname=col]; 
APPEND FROM x ;  
 
sigma = {1.0  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4, 
 0.4  1.0  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4, 
 0.4  0.4  1.0  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4, 
 0.4  0.4  0.4  1.0  0.4  0.4  0.4, 
 0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  1.0  0.4  0.4, 
 0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  1.0  0.4, 
 0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  1.0 
}; 
mu = {0 0 0 0 0 0 0};  
n = &sample;  







col={ "e12" "e22" "e32" "e42" "e52" "e62" "e72"}; /*renames the column 
names*/ 
CREATE test2 FROM x [colname=col]; 
APPEND FROM x ;  
 
QUIT; 
/*PROC UNIVARIATE DATA=test1 NOPRINT;  
QQPLOT;  










data test4&j.; /*TO GET EACH DATA SET THAT IS CREATED!!!!!*/ 
set test3; 
 
/*A normal variate X with mean MU and variance S2 can be generated with this 
code:*/ 
 
age=40+sqrt(10)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(40,10)'; */ 
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error= 0.12+sqrt(0.03)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(.12,.03)'; */ 
sex=ranbin(0,1,.5); /*ranbin(Seed_3,n,p);*/ 
xi=100+sqrt(20)*rannor(0); /*dist='N(100,20)'; */ 
 
Y11=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e11; 
if (1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e21)>=20.8 then do; 
 Y21=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e21; 
end; 
if (1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e31)>=20.8 then do; 
 Y31=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e41; 
end; 
if (1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e41)>=20.8 then do; 
 Y41=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e41; 
end; 
 
if (1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e51)>=20.6 then do; 
 Y51=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e51; 
end; 
if (1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e61)>=20.6 then do; 
 Y61=1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e61; 
end; 
if (1+(.2098*(xi+error)) + e61)>=20.6 then do; 




if Y41~=. or Y51~=. or Y31~=. or Y41~=. or Y51~=. or Y61~=. or Y71~=. then 
do; 
    Y22=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e22; 
    Y32=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e32; 
 Y42=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e42;  
 Y52=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e52; 
    Y62=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e62;  
 Y62=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e62; 





if Y31=. and Y32<-8.8 then Y32=.; 
if Y41=. and Y42<-8.8 then Y42=.; 
if Y51=. and Y52<-8.8 then Y52=.; 
 
 
Y12=1-(.1000*(xi+error)) + e12;  
 
if Y51=. and Y42<-8.8 then Y42=.; 
if Y51=. and Y52<-8.8 then Y52=.; 
if Y61=. and Y62<-8.8 then Y62=.; 
if Y71=. and Y72<-8.8 then Y72=.; 
format sex lsex.; 
run; 
 







 set test4&j; 
 do time = 1 to 7; 
  if time = 1 then do; Y1 = Y11; Y2 = Y12; end; 
  else if time = 2 then do; Y1 = Y21; Y2 = Y22; end; 
  else if time = 3 then do; Y1 = Y31; Y2 = Y32; end; 
  else if time = 4 then do; Y1 = Y41; Y2 = Y42; end; 
  else if time = 5 then do; Y1 = Y51; Y2 = Y52; end; 
  else if time = 6 then do; Y1 = Y61; Y2 = Y62; end; 
  else if time = 7 then do; Y1 = Y71; Y2 = Y72; end; 
  output; 
 end; 




 set atem&j; 
 drop Y2; 
 var=0; 
 rename Y1=y; 
run; 
data sim_2; 
 set atem&j; 
 drop Y1; 
 var=1; 




 set sim_1 sim_2; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=vc sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
para(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
error(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
pvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 







 set stat; 
 set para; 
 set error; 
 set pvalue; 
run;  
data result; 




ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=cs sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cspara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cserror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
cspvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 




 set stat; 
 set cspara; 
 set cserror; 
 set cspvalue; 
run;  
data csresult; 
 set csresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=AR(1) sub=id; 




proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arpara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arerror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
arpvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set arpara; 
 set arerror 
 set arpvalue; 
run;  
data arresult; 
 set arresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j ; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=Toep sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tppara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tperror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
tppvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 





 set stat; 
 set tppara; 
 set tperror 
 set tppvalue; 
run;  
data tpresult; 
 set tpresult estimate; 
run; 
 
ods output FitStatistics=fit SolutionF=beta; 
proc mixed data=sim_final&j; 
 class var sex id; 
 model y = var var*time age/s ; 
 random var var*time / type=UN sub=id; 
 repeated / type=vc grp=var sub=id; 
run; 
proc transpose data = fit out = stat(rename=(col1=LL col2=AIC col3=AICC 
col4=BIC) drop=_name_); 
 var value; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unpara(rename=(col1=alpha col2=beta1 col3=beta2 col4=beta3 col5=beta5) 
drop=_name_); 
 var estimate; 
run; 
 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unerror(rename=(col1=e_alpha col2=e_beta1 col3=e_beta2 col4=e_beta3 
col5=e_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var StdErr; 
run; 
proc transpose data = beta(where=(not (effect='var' & var=1))) out = 
unpvalue(rename=(col1=p_alpha col2=p_beta1 col3=p_beta2 col4=p_beta3 
col5=p_beta5) drop=_name_ _label_); 
 var Probt; 
run; 
data estimate; 
 set stat; 
 set unpara; 
 set unerror; 
 set unpvalue; 
run;  
data unresult; 




%mend trivariate_normal; /*to close macro*/ 
%trivariate_normal(sample=50,iterations=500); /*to call macro, sample of 1000 
repeated n times*/ 
 
proc means data =result ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 




proc means data =csresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =arresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =tpresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
p_alpha p_beta1 p_beta2 p_beta3 p_beta5; 
run; 
 
proc means data =unresult ; 
var LL AIC AICC BIC alpha beta1 beta2 beta3 beta5 e_alpha e_beta1 e_beta2 
e_beta3 e_beta5 
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